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ABSTRACT
The influence of the fidelity of an inhomogeneous torso model on the noninvasive inverse localization of selected heart pathologies was studied. It was supposed that the pathology is small enough to be represented by a single dipole. In the simulation study the accuracy of localization of an ischemic lesion was investigated. 18 ischemic lesions in the ventricles were modeled and corresponding ECGs were simulated in 7 CT-based realistic torso models. Position of each lesion represented by a single dipole was then searched by an inverse solution using different approximations of the torso and heart. If the realistic CT-based torso and heart model was used the mean error of the lesion localization was 0.7 cm. When a common torso model adjusted to patient-specific shape using 10 anthropometric parameters with a common heart model was used, the localization error reached 3.4 cm and decreased to 1.0 cm if properly formed and rotated heart model was used. In the experimental study the site of ectopic activation was noninvasively localized in a patient with premature ventricular activity. The assessed site position was in agreement with the site determined by intracardiac mapping if realistic or adjusted common torso model with lungs and properly formed and located heart model were used. From the results of both studies it can be concluded that the use of a common torso model adjusted in concordance with patient torso dimensions and with realistic heart model can lead to acceptable accuracy of the inverse localization of the searched heart pathology.
Introduction
Recently it has been shown elsewhere [1, 2, 3] that noninvasive cardiac imaging that uses multichannel surface ECG and proper torso and heart model for non-invasive assessment of electrophysiological state of the heart by solving the inverse problem of electrocardiology is a very promising diagnostic method. Depending on the underlying model of the cardiac electric generator it enables to identify origins of pathological electric activations, changed activation pathways or areas with changed electrical properties of the tissue. In most cases the formulation of the generator describes the whole distribution of cardiac sources in time and space, using e.g. the epi-and endocardial potentials, transmembrane potentials or dipole moments of elementary current sources. However, in some cases, if the searched pathology can be confined in space or time interval within the heart cycle, simplified source formulation is possible. In this way also a single current dipole can be used to represent e.g. initial ectopic activation, pathological activation pathway or small volume of tissue with changed repolarization [4, 5] . The approach using single dipole as the equivalent cardiac electrical generator was used also in this study.
Besides the formulation of the source generator, the accuracy and reliability of the inverse solution is influenced by many other factors such as the number of measured ECG leads, the noise in ECG signals, the used inverse method or the fidelity of the used geometrical torso and heart model [6, 7, 8] . This study was focused on the last mentioned factor. It is obvious that an accurate model of the heart and torso based on CT or MR imaging would be desirable. However, in clinical situations the whole torso imaging is usually not available in cardiac patients and approximate torso models have to be used.
We examined three types of torso models of different fidelity to find out how they affect the accuracy of the inverse localization of selected heart pathologies if the inverse method based on single dipole source formulation is used. In the computer simulation we tested noninvasive localization of small ischemic lesions while in the experimental study the localization of the site of ectopic activity was attempted in a patient with premature ventricular activation causing ventricular tachycardia that later underwent treatment in the electrophysiological lab.
Method and Material
For noninvasive inverse localization of heart pathologies that affect only a small part of the myocardial volume the corresponding cardiac electrical source can be modeled by a current dipole [9] . To assess its parameters (three coordinates and three dipole moments) generally two sets of data have to be known: the corresponding distribution of body surface potentials and geometry and electrical properties of the torso as an inhomogeneous volume conductor. In some cases it can be difficult to obtain potentials corresponding only to the searched pathology because the pathological activity is merged with electrical activities of other areas of the heart (both, healthy and pathological). In this study noninvasive localization of two pathologies will be analyzed: small ischemic lesions and sites of ectopic activation.
For the identification of a small ischemic lesion two multichannel ECG measurements should be available: the first one should represent a normal potential distribution (e.g. measured at rest without ischemia manifestation or before the ischemia occurred) and the second one should represent the pathological potential distribution with ischemia manifestation (measured after the ischemia appeared, e.g. during an exercise test). If there are no other differences between the two measurements, the difference maps obtained by subtracting the normal map from the map measured during ischemia represents only the changed electrical activity of the pathological tissue -the ischemic lesion [10] . Moreover, because the ischemic changes in cardiac cells (both, decrease and shortening of the action potentials [11] ) affect the whole repolarization period, evaluation of the corresponding ST-T interval in ECG by integrating the relevant potential maps will result in a more pronounced representation of the pathological generator.
In case of an ectopic activation, the premature electrical activity of the ectopic beat starts in an unusual area of the ventricular volume and is practically the only recorded electrical activity during this part of the cardiac cycle. Hence the surface potential distribution directly reflects the pathological source. However, the ECG amplitudes during the initial phase of the ventricular activation are very small and partially immersed in noise. Therefore evaluation of a short interval of 10 to 30 ms of the initial activation (while activated area is still small enough to be represented by a single dipole) by integrating particular potential maps will again emphasize the potentials generated by the searched pathological generator and suppress the noise in ECG signals.
For all that in the rest of the study we suppose that surface potentials integrated over a proper period of time serve as the input for the inverse solution.
Inverse Estimation of an Equivalent Integral Dipole Generator
Integral maps over the proper time interval I were used as the input for the inverse localization of selected pathologies. Their values in body surface points are defined as
where A is a time independent transfer matrix that represents the properties of the inhomogeneous torso as a volume conductor (i.e. relations between potentials in individual surface points and multiple elementary dipoles within the myocardium), g(t) is the multiple dipole generator in particular time instant t of the heart activation and s represents an integral generator characterizing the searched pathological electrical activity within the appropriate time interval of the heart cycle.
The equivalent integral generator EIG representing the original integral multiple dipole generator s in equation (1) can be then computed as: (1) where A+ is the pseudo-inverse of the transfer matrix A. This is an ill-posed problem that in case of local pathologies (where the EIG represents only small volume of the myocardium) can be solved by approximating it by a single dipole. In the method used in this study [4] the EIG is defined only by three parameters -components of the dipole moment. To avoid solving a nonlinear problem, the other three dipole parameters -its coordinates are determined so that the dipole moments are computed for many predefined possible positions within the ventricular volume that are several millimeters apart (their spacing determines the resolution of the method). The position of the pathology is then determined as the location in which the EIG best represents the input data im and is defined by the criterion that the root mean squared difference between the map generated by the EIG and the input integral map im is minimal.
Torso and Heart Models Used in the Inverse Calculations
To study the influence of the torso model fidelity on the result of the inverse solution three types of inhomogeneous torso models with lungs and heart cavities (their electrical conductivities were 4 times lower and 3 times higher than in the rest of the torso) were attempted in the inverse calculations: a -Model with a common shape of torso (taken from the Dalhousie torso model [12] 
Data for the Simulation Study of Ischemia Localization
Surface ECGs corresponding to normal activation and activation influenced by an ischemic region were simulated in inhomogeneous torso models containing lungs and heart cavities. Seven different torso models (6 men, 1 woman) based on real MRI scans [8] were obtained with permission and used in the study (Fig. 1) . Original torso and lungs shapes were preserved; the original hearts were substituted by simplified heart models used for the simulation of activation spread.
Ventricular activation was simulated in analytically defined ventricular models based on [13] . Shape and position of each heart was adjusted for best correspondence with the original MRI scan. Normal activation as well as activation of heart with an ischemic lesion was simulated. Eighteen ischemic lesions characterized by changed repolarization with action potential shortened by 20% were modeled as a part of an ellipsoid in three areas typical for stenosis of one of the three main coronary vessels (Fig. 2): anterior -in the region supplied by the left descending artery (LAD), posterior -in the region supplied by the left circumflex artery (LCx) and inferior -in the region supplied by the right coronary artery (RCA). They were located either at the endocardial or epicardial surface of the modeled ventricular myocardium. Three lesion sizes were modeled: small -occupying 0.5 -1% of the ventricular volume, medium -occupying 2.5 -6 % and large -occupying 8 -14%.
The simulated ECGs were then used as input for the inverse solution attempting to localize the position of each simulated lesion. The above described 3 types of torso models were used (Fig. 3) and their influence on the accuracy of the lesion localization was investigated.
For each torso-heart model configuration used in the inverse computations the mean lesion localization error was computed. It was defined as the distance between the gravity center of the simulated lesion and the inversely estimated position of the dipole representing the lesion. 8 system with 62 carbon electrodes placed on the torso according to the Amsterdam lead system. After BSPM the patient with fixed ECG electrodes underwent CT scanning (Fig. 4 left) using the Toshiba Aquilion ONE™ system with 320-row detector. Contrast-enhanced cardiac CT angiography scan had a slice thickness of 0.3 mm and a pixel size of
Data for the Experimental Study of Ectopic Site Localization
Male 57 years old patient with premature ectopic activity in ventricles causing ventricular tachycardia underwent body surface potential mapping (BSPM), computed tomography (CT) scanning and intracardiac electrophysiological study (EPS). Ten minutes BSPM was performed using the ProCardio 0.885 mm. During the EPS study, St. Jude EnSite NavX™ cardiac mapping and navigation system and Bard LabSystem™ PRO EP Recording System were used. Model of the right ventricle was created and early ectopic activity was located in the septal area near the heart base, supposing the initial site of activation in the left ventricle (Fig. 4 right) . However, because of arteria femoralis sinistra occlusion the EPS was terminated without ablation. All experimental protocols were approved by the Ethic Committee of the state establishment "National M. Amosov Institute of Cardiovascular Surgery of the Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine" (Kyiv, Ukraine) where the data collection was performed and written informed consent was obtained from the patient. From the recorded ECG signals BSPM were computed for selected ectopic beat using the ProCardio 8 software. The inverse solution was computed from the integral map of the initial 30 ms of the ectopic activity.
TomoCon™ software was used for segmentation of the CT scan, construction of the torso, lungs and heart models and for assessment of accurate positions of ECG electrodes. Volumes of the lungs and ventricles were used as areas with different electrical conductivities. The points regularly spread in a 5 mm grid within the ventricular volume were defined as possible positions of the dipole model of the initial ectopic activation. Three types of torso models as described above were put together (Fig.  5) and used in the inverse computations. 
Results and Discussion
In the simulation study the lesion localization errors were computed for all three types of torso model and for all 7 patient torsos. In each of them, 18 simulated lesions with different positions and As it can be seen in the table, the worst results were achieved with torso models containing the unadjusted common heart models (model "a"). Proper forming and rotation of the heart model (model "b") significantly decreased the lesion localization error to an acceptable value of 1.0 cm what is comparable with the intrinsic error of the method of 0.7 cm (model "c"). In individual cases the values of the lesion localization errors varied in relatively wide range, however, there were no significant differences between the 7 realistic torsos.
For all lesion positions the mean errors were less than 1.0 cm if torso models "b" or "c" were used except the endocardial anterior lesions with the mean localization errors of 2.2 ± 1.2 cm and 1.4 ± 1.3 cm, respectively. Examples of the results are illustrated in Fig. 6 , the localization errors correspond to values shown in Table 1 .
The results of the simulation study are in correspondence with [14] where it was stated that use of adjusted standard torso shape instead of the exact one does not significantly affect the accuracy of the inverse solution.
Results of the experimental study of the noninvasive inverse localization of the site of initial ectopic activation in the patient with premature ventricular activity are shown in Fig. 7 . When the common heart model was used (torso model "a") the initial site of the ectopic activation was located in the free lateral wall of the left ventricle with prevailing epi-to endocardium dipole orientation suggesting activation spread from epi-to endocardium. This result is not in concordance with the result of the EPS. Comparison of the heart models in Fig. 5 clearly indicates that the error might be due to the incorrect position of the modeled ventricular walls. When torso models "b" or "c" with more realistic heart model were used, the site of initial ectopic activation was located in the posterior septum near heart base, with dipole orientation to the left ventricle and from base to apex what indicates also the prevailing direction of the activation spread and suggests that the site of the initial ectopic activation might be closer to the right ventricle. In these two cases the location of the site was found within few millimeters and is in good concordance with the EPS study, however, position of the site in the left ventricle was not clearly confirmed.
The calculations using ECG data from different ectopic beats produced slightly different results with variations of both, the position of the found initial site and the orientation of the equivalent dipole moment. However, these differences were not substantial and the results were relatively stable. The results are promising but their verification on a larger data set, possibly also with different integration intervals, is highly desirable.
Conclusion
As expected, results of the study show that accuracy of the torso and heart model can strongly influence the result of the inverse localization of heart pathologies. If CT or MRI is not available, a torso model with the shape adjusted to the patient's chest dimensions and with properly positioned, formed and oriented heart model can give acceptable accuracy of the inverse localization of small pathologies represented by single dipole. However, the simulation study also suggests that the precision of the localization may vary depending on the position of the pathology within the heart.
